Analytics Manager
Location: Gurgaon, Haryana, India
Type: Full Time Min. Experience: 4-6 yrs
Job description:


Understand the business problems of the healthcare industry and closely work with clients
and top management



Lead data science projects end to end - starting with gathering requirements, problem
formulation, design, execution and finally generating recommendations



Lead analysts working on large datasets using various database management tools e.g. R,
SQL, python, Excel



Work with complex data sets and derive strategic business recommendations which will drive
critical business decisions for the clients



Develop advanced statistical models using various analytical techniques such as linear
regression, predictive modeling, logistic regression, time series analysis, forecasting, cluster
analysis



Lead creation of KPI reports and impactful dashboards that provide a quick snapshot of
business trends to the clients using various visualization tools



Produce impressive PowerPoint slides for client presentations that convey the data and ideas
effectively



Work with a multitude of analytics and visualization tools such as Highcharts, Qlik, Tableau
etc. based on the client’s business needs



Mentor analysts and help advance their skills

Prerequisites


4-6 yrs of experience in data science/ business analysis



Experienced at using SQL, R, python, BI tools (Qlik, Tableau etc.)



Proficient in quantitative analysis, data mining, statistical techniques such as regression,
cluster analysis, forecasting etc.



Skilled in using Excel, Powerpoint



Ability to work in a fast-paced startup environment, lead a team of analysts to deliver high
quality work under tight timelines



Motivation to continuously advance analytics skills of self as well as team



Strong business acumen and ability to solve complex problems in a structured manner;
Experience with healthcare is preferred



Strong communication skills to effectively interact with internal and client teams



Undergraduate degree from a top-tier school in Engineering/Math/Science and an MBA
(preferred)

Perks


More responsibility = more opportunities



Try on different hats, work independently



Feel valued and be recognized



Challenge yourself every day. Say bye to boredom..

